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We have concluded the Phase 34 EFSP Federal Grant Program with the last clients seen
this week and the very small amount that remained is going towards a client prescreened

eligible for what was left that will be seen during a Home Visit next week. As stated in
previous communications, the program was ver successful and was able to help over forty

families, averaging about $126.00 a household.
 

At the information meeting help by the counties EFSP Program Administrators that
opened up the Phase 34 process and determined the amounts each agency involve in the
EFSP Program, administered through FEMA, there was mention of the possibilty of Phase
35 beging sometime in May 2018. This would be most welcomed, since each Phase prior
only covered for a one year period.  If this does truly does occur, it will enable us to help

even more families, especially at a time of year that families will begin using their A/C
services creating larger utility bills that may be difficult to pay.

 
Next week our Conference will be receiving several training packets for our Client
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Services and Home Visit volunteers to look over and complete an instructional video to
review during the month December for a program initiated by our National Council to

reveiw for the possibility of participating in it. The program is with an agency that works in
conjunction with St, Vincent de Paul where we can identify individuals that are unable to
work and we have determined that they may be potentially able to apply for SSDI. This

agency will assist with helping the clients to obtain the proper medical information required
based on their personal disability, to try and ensure approval from the Social Security
Administration. They can also assist our clients already in the process, no matter what

phase they may be in, trying to ensure the proper information is presented to Social
Security Based on their disability to help ensure approval in that phase. While the appeal

process aspect of the help provided is not free, it is far less than an a attorney.
 

After evaluating the program and if we feel it would be a good service to provide to our
clients, we would look at the possibility of launching it after the first of the year. The

agency keeps very detailed statistics on the clients referred to their program with data that
contains approvals and denials and at which phase/ In turn, we can utilize this raw data to

assist with verification of the outcome of services we provide in applying for potential
Federal Grants available to help provide an additional funding source in continueing to

enhance services to our community in need.
 

As a final note and as stated in previous newsletters, we have received a couple of small
donations that were requested to specifically help families with children for Christmas. As I
said it is a small amount and will only be able to help a handful or less of families. Client

Services will be determinig the familie that are most in need. Families or individuals
wanting to nominate families, are encouraged to either go through Client Services and
mention your interest in the possibilty of being selected or email me with as much detail
about the household members and situation including the name, address, and phone

number for the family. I will ensure that the Client Services volunteers get the information
for consideration. All families are still encouraged to contact the Salvation Army, which I

do believe runs the Christmas Angel Program for needy children. I will also be sending out
a Special Notice next week after I verify information forwarded to me about the Golden

Valley Fire Department working in conjuction with Toys-forTots for their area. I will
included any participation requirements that they may provide, especially if it limited to

only Golden Valley residents or not.

Please click on the Button below to see
how to enroll in the Smith's

Inspiring Donations Program and the
information for our Conference for you to
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select as your charity for Smith's to donate
0.05% of your qualifying purchases to us.

Button

Our December Ad
 

As you can see in our December Blowout
Ad, we are giving 50% Off storewide.
There is nothing restricted from it so

please take advantage of it and know that
your proceeds will be going to help the

neediest in our community..

See Website >>

Join Our Team
 

If you are not already a volunteer with our
organization, please consider giving some
of your precious time with us as we serve

the needy families in our community.

Apply Now >>

218 East Beale Street,
Kingman, AZ, United States

(928) 753-4399

Share Via:

Check out our website! 
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